This permit must be displayed face up on the dashboard of the vehicle at all times when parked on the property.

Permit Valid on 8/19-8/20, 8/23 New Student 2019
Permit Expires at 11:59PM
Permit Valid in  G3 Structure, G3 Surface
Destination:  USU Complex

PERMIT RULES AND REGULATIONS

• To be valid, this permit must be displayed in its entirety on the vehicle dashboard.
• Permit not for resale.
• CSUN is not responsible for any damages to vehicles or items stolen from vehicles while parked on the CSUN campus.
• DO NOT COPY OR ALTER THIS PERMIT. Vehicles displaying a forged or altered permit will be cited at $268.
• Vehicles posting more than specified quantity of permits will be subject to citation.
• Vehicles displaying a permit that has been reported lost or stolen will be cited and immobilized or towed at the owner's expense.
• This parking permit is not valid at red zones or meters.
• Parking regulations are enforced at all times. The California Vehicle Code is enforced on campus. Violation of University parking rules and regulations may subject the vehicle to citation, vehicle immobilization, and/or impound. CVC 22659, CVC21113
• Validation Code FS183/ Destination: USU Complex

---

((-------- PRINT AND DISPLAY IN WINDSHIELD ---------))